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PORTFOLIO HIGHLIGHTS

RACHEL KENDALL
MENSWEAR DESIGN
My portfolio is based upon 3 concepts that have been split up into 5 menswear collections. The first collection draws from the ancient art of cormorant
fishing in Japan, where cormorant birds are used to hunt fish in rivers, which inspires a S/S collection for Dries Van Noten.
The second collection is a nod to the 1970’s era, looking at the influence of Jamaican culture in Britain through reggae sound systems, clubs and
carnivals, in order to create a sophisticated yet playful A/W collection for PS Paul Smith. Peter Mitchell’s photography book, ‘Memento Mori’ provided
inspiration for my fifth collection, designed for Sacai A/W. Mitchell documented the rise and demolition of the Quarry Hill flats in Leeds in the 1970’s,
once the largest social housing estate in Europe. Silhouettes take inspiration from the brutalist architecture, whilst prints nod to 1960’s-70’s wallpaper that
was photographed in Quarry Hill. My independent final collection is inspired by my great grandfather being a young miner in Wales in the 1900’s. This
collection and imagined brand ’Canari’, underpins the mining culture during this era. ‘Canari’, meaning Canary in Welsh, is a nod to the Canary Bird
which was a vital part of survival in the mines. The brand marries together heritage and sustainability, to give a modern twist on old school workwear
and tailoring.
T: 07961262966
Email: rachelkendalldesign@outlook.com

DRIES VAN NOTEN SS21

PS Paul Smith AW21

Sacai AW21

Canari Seasonless 2021

ISABELLA PEARSON
MENSWEAR DESIGN
The first portfolio concept was inspired by U.S. Navy Uniforms, assessing the colours, silhouettes and ship detail such as ropework and life jackets. The
colour palette has been influenced by this military look, using the design features of, for example, fighter planes and compasses, where small colour
detail transforms the look of an object (i.e. the red dot signifying North on a compass) creating a palette that is suitable for A/W21 and fits in with Stone
Island Marina. My second portfolio collection is for Arket, inspired by the Jardin Majorelle from a trip to Marrakech. For my innovation (final collection)
module I was inspired by trainers. I created my own brand ‘CORRERE’ which translates as ‘run’ in Italian. I have used an Italian name as the brands I
have been inspired by, Stone Island and C.P. Company, originated in Italy. I studied the curved seams, raw edges, technical fabrics and the variety of
colours that a trainer exhibits. I have explored how I can create a more 3D and structured product in terms of pockets, lacing and adding various fabrics.
This enabled texture to be designed into the garment itself.

T: 07968380682
Email: Isabella.pearson@hotmail.com

Stone Island AW21

Arket SS21

Correre 2021

ANNABEL WILLIAMS
WOMENSWEAR DESIGN
During my placement year working for a fast fashion supplier, it opened my eyes to how fast paced fashion industry truly is, and how disposable clothing
is. This lead me to take the sustainable approach for my final year collection. Whilst working on my final collection it has opened my eyes to how sustainable approaches can open a new way of thinking about fashion design and I believe conscious design will be the future of the fashion industry.
My final collection aims to avoid/reduce waste by creating garments which are interchangeable and feature one or more looks in one. Throughout the
collection, panels, pockets and key design features can be removed from one garment and be easily attached to another. The modular approach to
design allows the wearer to construct/deconstruct and manipulate the garment to suit their needs or desires, through simple but striking fastenings. I also
designed other collections in my portfolio for a range of different market brands, including Preen by Thornton Bregazzi and & Other Stories.

T: 07720250813
Email: Annabel_williams@aol.co.uk

Enso 2021

Preen Pre Fall AW21

& Other Stories SS21

Charlotte Knowles SS21

REBECCA COX
WOMENSWEAR DESIGN
For my portfolio, I designed for a range of brands including high end designers like Zimmerman and Valentino. Hoftus Botanicus is a concept for Valentino Couture AW20. Delft Blue is a concept for Zimmermann SS21. Inspired by the traditional Delft Blue pottery/ tiles from The Netherlands. The bold
colour palette, juxtaposition of clashing prints and feminine silhouettes underpins the Zimmermann ethos.

T: 07943561075
Email: beckycox1998@gmail.com
Valentino AW20

Zimmerman SS21

KIMBERLEY SEARCH
WOMENSWEAR DESIGN
Cerebral Organoid is a design concept for Monki SS21. When Cerebral Organoids are placed under a UV light, a colourful glow is emitted helping
distinguish the effects of the brain cells. This vibrant glow has inspired the colour palette and prints for this S/S 21 collection for Monki. Close up photographs of the cells has inspired gathering and ruffle details, forming the key silhouette for this concept.

T: 07990599092
Email: kimberleysearch@gmail.com

Monki SS21

KATIE WICKHAM
WOMENSWEAR DESIGN
For my portfolio I have created a seasonless collection for my own brand, Delineation. This is an eco-conscious brand focussed on promoting Slow Fashion through encouraging consumers to keep and pass on their garments, therefore elongating their individual product lifecycle and keeping them out of
landfill. Each garment has hand sewn elements and detailed print development, with the unique nature of each piece encouraging the KEEP ME concept
behind the brand. The collection is aesthetically inspired by the architectural plans of the Bait Ur Rouf Mosque in Bangladesh, with the detailed geometric
nature of these drawings reinforcing the theme of quality behind my brand. My Strike A Pose collection for TopShop is inspired by the 1980’s New York
drag balls, drawing reference from the BBC series ‘Pose’ and the iconic documentary ‘Paris Is Burning’ respectively. The bold, unapologetic style of the
drag queens has been my sole focus throughout the development for this collection, using drag inspired silhouettes to present this within my collection.

T: 07757078456
Email: katielwickham@outlook.com
Delineation 2021

Topshop AW21

LYDIA VARNEY
WOMENSWEAR DESIGN
One of my collections in my portfolio combine my interest in Vogue with my love of fashion history. By studying a series of archival Vogue covers, I was
able to distinguish two iconic artists; George Plank and Helen Dryden. The unique styles of both of these world-renowned artists provided a starting point
for two very different collections at different market levels. For Simone Rocha, I focused on dark beauty for autumn winter, using textured fabrics and
layering details throughout.

T: 07538533424
Email: lydvarn@gmail.com

Simone Rocha AW21

LYDIA DOWNTON
WOMENSWEAR DESIGN
My portfolio takes inspiration from an eclectic mix of stories. The weaving workshop, a collection for Acne Studios, explores the extensive textile work of
some of the leading female students at the Bauhaus such as Gunta Stölzl, Anni Albers and Otti Berger. Through my research, I have discovered that many
women struggled to gain an equal acceptance to their male counterparts within the school. The rich heritage of these women is mirrored in the complex
textures and structures of the textiles explored in this research. This collection celebrates these revolutionary works, through print, embroidery and fabric
development in line with the considered, multidisciplinary approach at Acne Studios. Another design direction explores the photographic work of Gertrud
Arndt. Arndt was a student of the Bauhaus, who initially studied in the weaving workshop, however pursued a career in photography. This project studies
Arndt’s collection of ‘masked portraiture’ which explores themes of identity and expression through a collection of self-portraiture.

T: 07480691161
Email: downtonlydia@gmail.com

Acne AW21
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